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about the ACA
Founded in 1880, The American Canoe Association (ACA) is a national nonprofit organization serving the paddling
public by providing education related to all aspects of paddling, stewardship support to help protect paddling
environments, and sanctioning of programs and events to promote paddlesport competition, exploration, and
recreation.
in partnership with L.L. Bean, we believe the CFC Grant program's role is to support paddling opportunities and
access for the BIPOC community through the framework of existing paddling clubs, non-profits, and volunteer
groups. By leveraging the existing clubs and projects that are already in place (perhaps projects that were
once funded by a previous CFS grant), this project will not need to “reinvent the wheel.” in 2022, The CFC funding
was used to amplify diversity and inclusion efforts of existing groups/projects, rather than developing brand
new programs from scratch. The new paddlers engaged by the CFC DEI efforts now have a community group or
club to call “home,” which results in lasting relationships and a long-term interest in experiencing and
exploring the paddling world.

Club fostered community
Grant program
overview

Since 2002, the ACA has partnered with L.L. Bean to sponsor the Club Fostered Stewardship (CFS)
Program. The ACA is proud to help local paddling clubs and organizations build their communities and
improve their waterways. Through funds provided by L.L. Bean, the ACA’s CFS Program provided nearly
$175,000 to over 185 different stewardship initiatives since its inception. in 2021, The CFS grant was
refocused and re-named as the "Club fostered community" program; funding is now used to amplify
diversity and inclusion efforts of existing groups/projects through education, stewardship,
competition, recreation, and waterway exploration events.
With the continued support of L.L. Bean, the ACA will continue to support paddling clubs and
grassroots organizations around the country in their efforts to make this world a better place to
paddle for everyone. For more information, please visit: americancanoe.org/partnerships
In 2022, the ACA funded seven (7) organizations and the following projects:

BROOKLYN BRIDGE BOATHOUSE

KI DS AND FAMI LY PADDLE PROGRAM AND COMMUNI TY OUTREACH

Through the generosity of L.L.Bean’s CFC Grant, The Brooklyn Bridge Park Boathouse was able to
expand their programming and ultimately increase the number of paddlers on the water as part
of their Kids & Family Program in addition to regular paddling sessions.
The tandem kayak purchased through funding provided by the L.L. Bean Grant was very helpful
during the Youth Program. Adolescents were encouraged to try single kayaks, but when very
reluctant to do so, the tandem kayak became a perfect option. In at least one instance, a teen
who had been hesitant changed her mind, switched to a single kayak, and became one of the
boldest kayakers in her group.
When children from other parts of Brooklyn paddle with BBPB in the East River, they often ask,
“Are there sharks in there?” Adults, in contrast, are often surprised that any marine life exists
in the embayment. One teen at the Youth Program was charmed when a juvenile blue crab swam
onto the bow of her sit-on-top kayak, and she became very protective of the tiny creature.
BBPB volunteers also collaborated with TKF to
co-host a visit requested by the NYC Mayor’s
Office’s Initiative on Neighborhood Safety. Over 35
teens and young adults from NYCHA housing in
four boroughs, and more than half a dozen NYPD
officer-mentors paddled together with BBPB that
day.

CHICAG O VO Y AG ERS
BI POC ADVENTURE THERAPY

GRANT FUNDING FROM L.L. BEAN SUPPORTED CHICAGO VOYAGERS’ OUTDOOR ADVENTURE THERAPY
PROGRAMS, DESIGNED TO EMPOWER AT-RISK YOUTH THROUGH OUTDOOR EXPERIENTIAL ADVENTURES THAT
FOSTER HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR. THIS GRANT FUNDED SUPPORT INCLUDED
COVERING THE COSTS OF OUR OUTDOOR PROGRAMS THAT ALLOW OUR YOUNG PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE IN
PADDLESPORT ACTIVITIES.
DURING A LAKE CANOE PROGRAM, PARTICIPANTS WERE PADDLING THROUGH A SECTION OF SALT CREEK
WHEN THEY SPOTTED A CREATURE SWIMMING ACROSS THE CREEK. EVERYONE WAS EXCITED TO SEE A
TURTLE UP CLOSE BUT AS THEY GOT CLOSER, THEY REALIZED IT WAS A CHIPMUNK! NO ONE EVEN KNEW THEY
COULD EVEN SWIM!
"This is the most relaxed I've felt in weeks; I could
take a nap," said a student on their first canoe
trip.
Another student, who regularly haD attendance
issues at school, really enjoyed canoeing with us
for the first time last spring. This year, the week
before the Chicago Voyagers’ first canoe
program, he had perfect attendance and
completed all his classwork.

DIVERSIFY WHITEWATER
COMMUNI TY RI VER FLOAT &
PADDLI NG SKI LLS DAY

L.L. Bean funding supported four (of fourteen) Diversify Whitewater events this year, which welcomed 219
participants and 74 volunteers total. These events are critical to DW's mission to remove barriers for Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) and Allies in paddling, raise awareness for diversity, equity, and inclusion
in the paddlesports community, and ultimately help develop the next generation of BIPOC paddlers.
The events hosted through the L.L. Bean Grant were:
Community River Float – Northern Colorado
Diversify Whitewater Community River Float – Eagle Valley, Colorado
Paddling Skills Day – Washington DC
Paddling Skills Day – Pueblo, Colorado
Participants had only positive things to say about the events and were
especially grateful for the thoughtful attention to detail by the event
organizers and volunteers.
“This whole experience was amazing, I came with my girlfriend and she has
not yet stopped talking about the amazing time she had. This was her first
time doing anything on the water and she can’t wait to do it again.”
9/10 survey takers responded “I had an amazing time” when asked about the experience and over 60% of those
indicated that they are already planning their next paddling trip.

ERIE CANALWAY
PADDLE THE CANALS
Erie Canalway National Heritage Corridor used the funding provided by the L.L. Bean Club Fostered
Community Grant to introduce youth interns from the Underground Railroad Education Center in
Albany, NY to the NYS Canal System and the NYS Canalway Water Trail.
Participants were given an opportunity to try paddling and learn paddling skills from a certified
instructor. They rented kayaks for each participant and provided proper gear including life jackets
as well as instruction on safe paddling practices and basic paddling skills. The event was in a safe
area of the canal at Mohawk Harbor in Schenectady.
Marcus Anderson, Deputy Director at the Underground Railroad Education Center, helped coordinate
the outing with Erie Canalway for the teenagers to kayak on the Mohawk River and Erie Canal. He said
the national designation helps peak interest in the canalway. After the students returned to the
harbor, Anderson commented on how much the students enjoyed the experience. The majority of the
students had never kayaked before.

PERKIOMEN WATERSHED CONSERVANCY
YOUTH CONSERVATION CORPS
The Club Fostered Community Grant funding was used to support the Perkiomen Watershed Youth
Conservation Corps' (PWCC) capstone project, the Perki-Bay Expedition. This is a 50 mile paddling expedition
that traverses three major waterways within southeastern Pennsylvania: the Perkiomen Creek, the
Schuylkill River, and the Delaware River. Along with Perkiomen Watershed Conservancy staff and safety
boaters, PWCC members paddle for five days and camped for four nights while performing water quality
monitoring and learning from downstream partners along the way. The Expedition is a unique and rewarding
experience that allows students from a variety of backgrounds to participate. A Perki-Bay Expedition
participant, Liam, said "The Perki-Bay Expedition was a wonderfully fun and educational experience that
brought all of us closer together and more in tune with the water in which we paddled."
One of the most meaningful observations PWCC members make during the Perki-Bay Expedition was noticing
the changes in land use of riparian areas and observing how those changes impact the rest of the
environment and the health of the waterways. Observing the impacts of these different land uses clearly
demonstrates the Conservancy’s mantra of “what we do to the land, we do to the water”.

PRIDE DAY ON THE RIVER
Thanks to the generous grant funding from L.L. Bean, four individuals were able to participate free-ofcharge in the Introduction to Whitewater clinic delivered by Zoar Outdoor on Saturday, June 11 in
Charlemont, Massachusetts.
These four people joined four others for a total of eight participants in the clinic. All members of the
clinic identified as having an LGBTQ+ identity, making this the first all-LGBTQ+ group to attend a clinic.
Introducing LGBTQ+ folks to whitewater kayaking advanced the goals of Pride Day on the River by
increasing visibility of LGBTQ+ people outdoors, bringing new people to the sport, and creating a safe place
for LGBTQ+ people and allies on the river. The majority of participants inquired about, or made plans to
continue their whitewater learning and exploration.
“As a queer person and a whitewater boater, Pride Day on the River is a celebration at the confluence of
two important aspects of my identity. Many current events make clear that LGBTQ people are still not
fully welcome everywhere. Yet our whitewater community's embrace of Pride contributes rapid progress
towards inclusion and equality.”

TEAM RIVER RUNNER

ALL INCLUSIVE AFFINITY PADDLING CLINIC

On June 27th, a group of nine LGBTQIA+ veterans and five
guides embarked on a journey for four days and three
nights on the Deschutes River Canyon in the Central
Oregon desert. The group traveled 45 miles on class 23+ rapids.
Participants rotated in and out of a paddle raft, gear
raft, and inflatable kayaks. A couple people even tried
hard shell kayaks. Team River Runner recognizes and
appreciates the importance of creating an environment
in which all veterans feel valued, included, a sense of
belonging, and empowered to be their best. The purpose
of this event was to increase the healing opportunities
for diverse veteran communities through paddlesports.
“We were all very grateful to have had this
opportunity. It isn't often that you have the space to
connect with other people who understand you; and to
feel safe while being vulnerable enough to not only
facilitate the healing of your wounds of combat and
service connected injuries, but also begin to heal the
unique wounds of having to live in fear and shame for so
much of our lives. All in all, I think that the journey for
all of us was enriching, life expanding, and
transformative on many levels.”
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